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through the various epochs of western cultural growth or
change art has served society in a variety of ways it has been
commemorative in egypt and idealistic in greece for the
romans it was propagandistic and practical for the early
christians it was awe inspiring and mystifying in europe it
has bolstered pride and provoked rebellions families nations
and churches have used art to entertain to confound and de-
ceive to teach inspire and to build morale

the various purposes for which the arts have been used
are well known to artists and historians the artist in the mor-
mon culture constantly faces the question of how or if his art
relates to his faith religious service and scripture any mem-
ber of the LDS faith is particularly and peculiarly involved
with this question because mormonism is more than confession
of belief it is a way of life and affects everything the member
thinks feels and does it is hoped that at least in part some
light may be shed on this question by the fine arts festival
being held this spring by the college of fine arts at brigham
young university this series of programs discussions and ex-
hibits under the title religion and the fine arts is being
presented for enjoyment edification and evaluation through-
out the festival several questions or concerns will be foremost
what should we be doing to make our artistic contributions
and creations more significant and meaningful to the church
to the membership and to the world what direction shall
the form and style of our art take to what extent should we
rely upon the historical heritage or current movements of the
western world

the historical continuity can be traced back through the
past 2400 years to the greeks of the golden age here we
find some linkage with asiatic and egyptian cultures but in a
more restricted history of the christian church it ends a hun
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dred years or so after christ the early christians sought a
visual art but they had nothing to turn to except the greco
roman tradition christ and the church of his day got along
without the visual arts as did the jews in the main before
him no heritage of architecture painting or scsculpture of
artistic or esthetic significance was made part of judaism and
we mormonscormons rely heavily on the old testament

the altar the tabernacle and the synagogue were simple
and functional solomon seems to have attempted a departure
in his temple for we are told in I1 kings that the cedar wood
of the temple was carved with knots and open flowers and
that certain appointments were overlaid in pure gold this
information reminds us of styles motives and techniques preva-
lent in both the asiatic and egyptian cultures which were obvi-
ously known to hiram king of tyre who with his craftsmen
came to the assistance of solomon in designing and decorating
the temple only recently has there come to light the fact that
hebrews did utilize at least to some extent pictorial illustra-
tion to accompany their written record

presumably the early christians were not aware of this
heritage or despite it the early christian church borrowed
from pagan greece and oriental and asiatic cultures for visual
symbol pictorial concept and decorative style the greatest in-
fluence was greek classical idealism although exotic and
sensuous oriental decoration certainly has played a major role
also the full use of these art forms has been used without
reservation by the catholic both roman and greek orthodox
and most of the protestant churches the great murals by such
painters as davinci michelangelo raphael and rubens are
works of catholics dilcerdiirerdilrer and rembrandt are among the
protestant artists who painted religious pictures the protestant
painters were ordinarily not subsidized by the church as were
the catholic painters

the protestant reformation dampened and discouraged to
some extent the use of murals and particularly sculpture the
uses for which the visual arts were employed became didactic
and documentary rather than inspirational or emotional

joseph smith announced that these churches had only a
form of godliness lacking the authority and the fullness of the
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truth he added that truth and authority had been lost shortly
after christ s death and that a restoration had to come from
those of christ s time he denied at least to some degree the
heritage of everything that had happened between the time of
christ and the restoration of the true authority here in spite
of the fact that we seek after all things that are beautiful and
of good report we as latter day saints are in something of
a dilemma we can and do accept the fact that the spirit of
truth the spirit of christ the desire to do good and to promote
and strengthen virtuous attributes motivate men everywhere
and at all times we also believe that all men are the children
of god and that regardless of race creed or nationality great
and good deeds or creations come from their minds and hands
these we accept use and enjoy

nevertheless we are a peculiar people in possession of the
fullness of the gospel and the keys of the last dispensation
As such what is our responsibility as artists musicians and
writers As scholars and students or teachers how far shall we
go in the use of the creations of catholic and protestant
churches or shall we deny the heritage of their standards and
criteria past as well as present and create our own works
without regard for the so called christian tradition if we
could or did disregard this religious art to what would we
turn to whom do we look for the new or the original purpose
and meaning of the fine arts what is the relationship of the
arts to our religion or our worship Is art to teach only or to
inspire also should it represent or symbolize are the uni-
versal characteristics and responses to esthetic form related in
any way to the religious response and experience are these
two areas of human experience more meaningful independent
of each other or does one enrich the other should it be pri-
marily pragmatic and materialistic this actually is the em-
phasis we tend to give art at present it would seem right and
consistent with our faith that we can study and learn from the
past that we recognize the fact that in any culture or religion
there may be usable and applicable mumusicsic literature and paint-
ing but what shall guide our selections

we have been eclectic in our architecture to the point that
we have churches in every conceivable style and combination
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thereof Is there an architectural style somewhere in the past
that belongs more completely to our theology philosophy re-
ligious orientation and practice what significance and mean-
ing does the art of mayan and aztec culture of central
america hold for us we have included these motives and
styles to some extent in our achitecturearchitecture

it seems to me that we have floundered artistically and
creatively utilizing and encouraging the creation or creationrecreationre
of much mediocre realistic and even naturalistic art that we
have set the criteria too much in terms of expedience and prac-
ticalityticality making our art primarily didactic informative or com-
memorative and not enough inspirational esthetic or idealistic
despite this I1 personally feel that some of our writers com-

posers and artists are emerging with peculiarities originality
and vitality consistent with the innermost purposes and values
of mormonism

we are charged as latter day saints to study and search
we are motivated to educational and scholastic achievement
but should we not have found the unique original or peculiar
inspiration of artistic creation our religion is not catholic in
the greek or roman sense it is not protestant in the lutheran
episcopal or presbyterian sense should our architecture
music painting and writing be mainly a continuity of the tra-
ditionalditional standards and styles from these cultures

it is important to note that artists writers or composers
are plagued wih a sense of responsibility no less than is the
prophet there may be false artists as there are false prophets
but in my humble judgment artists sense most keenly and
conscientiously the fact that what they do has far reaching im-

plications for the society or culture of their time they know
that the true image of a people sooner or later will be pri-
marily determined by their works of art the artist knows even
though the majority of any culture is not aware of this fact
that art is the reflection and record of the true and the inner
spirit art is shallow and superficial if it emerges from a

spiritual climate which is shallow and superficial three thou-
sand years of history bears this out studies on the rise and fall
of nations and institutions confirm the fact that the art like
the religion and philosophy is close to the soul john milton
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said A work of genius is a work not to be obtained by the in-
vocation of memory and her syren daughters but by devout
prayer to that eternal spirit who can enrich will all utterance
and knowledge and send out his seraphim with the hallowed
fire of his altar to touch and purify the lips of whom he
pleases

it is my observation that the LDS artist has an especially
keen sense of dedication and responsibility but with his deep
seated concern for service to his brethren and obedience to
authority he is felt to be without esthetic or artistic direction or
confirmation from the most meaningful and spiritual sources
his services and talents are used but his genius and creativity
are not sufficiently challenged he is asked to illustrate dec-
orate perform not necessarily well I1 accompany recite and
explain but not to create

I1 do not believe the LDS artist is asking for subsidization
or professional status in the church although such is the tra-
dition in christianity generally from the days of the early
italian renaissance and almost universally since the musician
and artist have been employed by the church professionalism
is contrary to our concept of the sanctity of talent and creative
gifts the LDS artist wants the opportunity to bear his testi-
mony voluntarily and freely through the media in which he can
best speak


